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part of the framework of the taiping tianguo (the taiping heavenly kingdom, 1853–1864), the taiping rebellion represents the climax of the warring states period; it is considered to be the largest and
deadliest civil conflict in chinese history. the historical taiping rebellion is the campaign of an armed movement set up by the taiping heavenly kingdom, a christian, western-aligned state founded by
zhu shunzhang in guangxi in 1853, and is often referred to by its shortened name. it involved numerous rebellions throughout china, and lasted from 1851 to 1864. four separate armies assembled, but
it was the taiping who rose to become the paramount power in china. they were led by the heavenly king, hong xiuquan, who gained the support of powerful sorcerers. they were defeated by the
armies of the qing government, yet despite their defeat, they remained a threat until the mid-20th century. in popular culture, the taiping rebellion is usually interpreted as a prelude to the second sino-
japanese war and world war ii. beginning in the late 1990s, the indonesian political commentator and media figure arief budiman participated in the publication of the fortnightly magazine aseradi ( the
lion ). budiman became known for his provocative and often provocative criticisms. the legend of the condor heroes was a comment on the public perils of the then-ruling party, the national party of
struggle. budiman and his contemporaries criticized how the national party of struggle tried to distance itself from the excesses of the 1965 killings (or events), particularly with regard to the role
played by tan malaka. his first work, in 1998, was a novel titled “the abduction”, a novella that had been banned for its critique of the actions of the security forces in east timor.
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